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the barbie diaries: high school mystery for the pc is an adventure game in which the player must
solve a mystery. the story starts when barbie gets a call from her mom who is in the hospital

because she had a heart attack. barbie goes to the hospital and finds out that her mom did not
really have a heart attack and that her mom was just trying to scare barbie. the story will

continue as barbie goes to school and she does not get along with her classmates. she even tries
to get out of going to the school by saying that she has a stomach ache. when this does not work

she goes to the bathroom to throw up. while she is in the bathroom she finds an old diary that
she does not know what it is for. she later finds out that she is not the only one who has a diary.
the plot of the game will continue as barbie finds out why she has the diary and what she has to
do to get out of the trouble she is in. if you do not want to read spoilers then you can just go to
the first chapter and read the prologue. the barbie diaries: high school mystery for the pc is an

adventure game that is based on the movie "the barbie diaries". the story will continue as barbie
goes to school and does not get along with her classmates. she even tries to get out of going to

the school by saying that she has a stomach ache. when this does not work she goes to the
bathroom to throw up. while she is in the bathroom she finds an old diary that she does not know

what it is for. she later finds out that she is not the only one who has a diary. the plot of the
game will continue as barbie finds out why she has the diary and what she has to do to get out of

the trouble she is in. there is also a mini game in the game called the "diary breakthrough"
where you can look at the diary and try to figure out what it is. the mini game is also available in
the barbie diaries movie. i think that the mini game was put in the game just because it was in

the movie.
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get ready to go on a thrilling
adventure, to meet new friends,

who will help you solve the
mystery and win the beauty

contest.you'll have to use high
tech tools to do it. the game the

barbie diaries: high school mystery
will help you become a participant

in the beauty contest, find
valuable items for the auction, and
find out who's hiding in the school.
when you hear that the principal

has noticed something suspicious,
you'll need to go to the school and
meet other characters. your task
will be to figure out what's going
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on by yourself. give your girl a
different and unique makeover -
choose from 20 styles of long,

wavy or straight hair, choose from
38 different clothes and

accessories, and choose the best
look for the contest. first, you'll

need to look for a place where the
contest is held - a museum, a

restaurant, or even a school. after
that, you'll have to navigate all the
steps of the beauty contest - get
the show on the road, set up the

stage and stage, choose the
show's cast, find out what's going
on at the school, and search for
the clues. this will give you the

opportunity to develop the main
characters - the most important
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part of the game. you'll have to
show off your talent, find out

where the valuable objects are
hidden, and solve the mystery in

the plot. later, you'll have to
choose what to do with the items
you've discovered - use them in
the contest or give them away in
the auction. play barbie diaries:

high school mystery game online
in your browser free of charge on
arcade spot. barbie diaries: high
school mystery is a high quality

game that works in all major
modern web browsers. this online

game is part of the adventure,
simulation, gba, and girl gaming
categories. barbie diaries: high

school mystery has 1 likes from 1
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user ratings. if you enjoy this
game then also play games barbie
in the 12 dancing princesses and

barbie: the princess and the
pauper. arcade spot brings you the
best games without downloading
and a fun gaming experience on
your computers, mobile phones,
and tablets. new arcade games

and the most popular free online
games are added every day to the

site. 5ec8ef588b
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